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PREFACE.

In the following pages I have endeavoured to put in a short

and handy form a guide to the best mode of deriving benefit

from the use of the Bath Thermal Waters.

Possessing, as we do, Springs unrivalled in Europe in their

healing powers, our city is visited annually by thousands of

people of all ranks in life, suffering from many different ailments

in very varying degree, all in quest of Nature’s greatest blessing

—

health. To all such sufferers I would point out, thus early,

that the Bath Waters are no panacea to cure “ all the ills that

flesh is heir to,” and that only those suffering from a limited

number of diseases (which will be discussed in detail later on)

may hope to derive benefit from their use. Nothing can be

more disheartening to an invalid than to find, after all the toil

and expense of coming here, that the Waters are not likely

to benefit his case, or, as we frequently see, are counter

indicated. I think it would be well if medical men at a distance,

before sending their patients on what may prove a bootless
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errand, were to consult some brother practitioner in Bath on the

subject, or make themselves better acquainted with what our

Waters really can do, and what it is impossible to hope from them.

It is with the object of diffusing such knowledge among the

profession and the public generally (who may not have time or

inclination to wade through the more elaborate works on the

subject), that I have written this short Treatise. Whether it

attain this object time will prove.

J. G. D. K,

Bath; July, 1884.
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Introductory.

The first discovery of the springs and the origin ofour

city carries us back to pre-historic ages. There is an

interesting legend, handed down from generation to

generation, which ascribes it to Bladud, eldest son of

Lud Hudibras, then King of Britain. The story is

short and interesting so I shall narrate it Bladud

being a leper was expelled his father’s court. Having

assumed a disguise, he travelled to distant parts of

the country. After many vicissitudes of fortune he

entered our neighbourhood in the lowly station of a

swineherd. While tending the pigs on Beechen Cliff

his attention was drawn to the vapour rising from

the valley below. He noticed that in cold weather

the pigs were in the habit of entering a small coppice of

alder bushes, and that on returning they were covered
A

Legend of

Bladud.
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with black mud. Following the pigs, he discovered

the hot springs, and concluded that they frequented

this spot and wallowed in the mud on account of the

heat. After a time he was struck by the fact that

such of the herd as had sores or diseased skins were

made whole by so doing. Pondering these things in

his mind, it occurred to him that possibly he might

derive similar benefit. He bathed daily, and after a

time was entirely cured. On his father’s death he

succeeded to his throne, and being desirous that his

subjects might have the benefit of the healing waters

•which had worked such a marvellous cure upon

himself, he founded the City and constructed the

Baths.

During the Roman occupation Bath was the first

city in the empire. At that time it was clustered

dose round the springs, and surrounded by strong

walls, parts of which are still to be seen. The

magnificent architectural remains of Roman Baths,

which from time to time have been unearthed, prove

how thoroughly our luxurious conquerors appreciated

the waters. After their retirement the baths were

neglected and the city fell into decay. It is to the

wonderful medicinal properties of the waters that we

owe the gradual rise of Bath to the magnificent city

which we find it in the present day. During the latter

part of last century and the beginning of this, Bath

occupied a perfectly unique position, being the favourite
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health resort of England’s rank and fashion, before

the craze for continental spas and things foreign took

possession of the national mind. Time has proved

“that they have gone farther and fared worse, ’ and

during later years Bath and its waters are rapidly

resuming their former place in public estimation.

Few places can lay claim to so many natural

advantages as a health resort. Situated as the City

is in the beautiful valley of the Avon, it is protected

on the North, East, and South-east by lofty hills, which

shelter it from all the colder winds. Being open to

the South and South-west—from which quarter the

wind blows throughout the greater part of the year

—

with no rising ground of any consequence between it

and the sea, fifteen miles distant, the City receives a

constant supply of fresh air impregnated with ozone

from the Irish Channel and more distant Atlantic.

The under current along the river-course from East to

West effectually prevents any stagnation of air even in

the calmest weather.

The old town is built on the flat close to the springs,

but increasing demand for accommodation has caused

it to expand itself to a considerable distance up the

surrounding hillsides. The visitor is thus enabled to

choose a residence according to his requirements,

either in the warm and sheltered valley, or the more

bracing situations on the heights. The City is built

throughout of freestone, and presents a general

Sheltered

position.

Fresh air.

Built of

freestone.
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The climate.

appearance of solidity and comfort. As Tunstall

says :
—

“ Its lodging-houses are not the lath-and-

plaster erections of yesterday, run up to last out a

building lease, but are substantial residences of free-

stone. Erected without regard to expense when Bath

was the chosen city of gaiety and fashion, they

astonish the stranger with their magnificence and

comfort ! No meritricious ornamentation is obtruded

on our notice, their quiet air of gentility and moderate

rental are their best recommendation.”*

The climate of Bath is quite peculiar to itself,

approaching more nearly that of the Riviera than any

other town in England. It has been proved by careful

observations, continued for many years, that Bath

enjoys a winter temperature warmer by 5 degrees Fahr.

than any other inland town in the country. While its

close proximity to the Western seaboard with the

prevalent Westerly breezes, gives it a lower summer

temperature than might otherwise be expected.

Compared with London, Bath is six degrees warmer in

winter and eight degrees cooler in summer. The Rev.

Leonard Blomefield, in an exhaustive paper on the

climate of Bath during ten years, gives the temperature

of the seasons as follows :

—

“ The mean temperature of spring varies from 47 °.

4

to 50°. 5, the range of the mean being 3°.!.

* See Tunstall on the Bath Waters, page 3 .
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“ The mean temperature of summer varies from 6o° Temperature
of the different

to 63°. 5, the range of the mean being 3
0

. 5. seasons.

“The mean temperature of autumn varies from

48^.5 to 52 °.y, the range of the mean being 4°.2.

“ The mean temperature of winter varies from 38°. 1

to 46°. 3, the range of the mean being 8°.2.”

Quoting from the same author, we learn the following

interesting facts :

—

“The mean monthly range, or the mean difference The mean

between the absolute highest and the absolute lowest
monthly range

temperature in each month, is least in February : the

months of November, December, January and March

showing no very marked difference among themselves

in this respect, but the range in all is greater than that

in February by three degrees or more. A considerable

rise of the range occurs in April and May
;

in which

months, scarcely different in this respect from each

other, the mean monthly range attains its maximum.

There is very little difference also in the three

summer months of June, July, and August—in none of

which the range is much less than that of April and

May. In the two autumnal months of September and

October the range is seen to decline further from the

maximum
;
and in November the decline is still more

marked, the range in this and in the other winter

months being spoken of above.

“The mean daily range, or the mean difference The mean

between the highest and lowest temperature in each
<laily range*
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twenty-four hours, rises gradually from a minimum in

January to a maximum in July; then recedes, during

the rest of the year, by steps nearly as gradual, till it

reaches the minimum again. The chief circumstance

noticeable is—that the greatest rise occurs in April •

the daily range of temperature in which month is

3°.4 in excess of that of March. The rise is followed

by a less one in May
;
the range during that month,

and the three following summer months, being nearly

the same.

“ It is, however, the mean daily range of tempera-

ture, and not the mean monthly range, that is of most

consequence in considering the conditions of a climate.

It is quite natural, however, that both these ranges

should be greatest in the warm months and lowest in

the winter. But then, in these seasons the range is,

for the most part, steady, varying very little : while it

is the sudden rise or fall of the range, when the day

temperature is suddenly raised much above what it

had been a short time before—the night temperature

remaining the same, or, perhaps, falling lower—of

which persons are ordinarily most sensitive. And

this irregularity will be found to occur in the spring.

The cause, no doubt, is the prevalence of Easterly

winds, accompanied by a very dry state of the air at

that season
;
rendering the nights very cold, notwith-

standing the great power of the sun during the day to

heat the lower strata of the atmosphere. Hence it is
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that the spring season is so trying, not merely to

certain classes of invalids, but sometimes even to

healthy people.”

After comparing the temperature of Bath with that

of other towns, Mr. Blomefield adds:

—

“It may be useful now, to sum up in a few words,

the chief advantages which Bath enjoys above the

other towns we have been comparing it with, in each

of the four seasons of the year.

“ In spring Bath has a higher mean temperature,

while the night temperatures are not so low, and the

mean daily range is less, when compared with

Greenwich and Royston especially.

“In summer the mean temperature is not different

from that of the other towns, but the extreme night

and day temperatures are both of them more

moderate
;
the mean daily range being still more

contracted than in spring, in relation to those towns.

“ In autumn the mean temperature is only very

slightly higher than that of other places, the extreme

day temperatures scarcely so high as some of them
;

i

but the nights are not so cold, the minimum nof-

falling so low.

“ In winter the mean temperature is decidedly

higher
;
the extreme day and night temperatures arc

also both higher, though the mean daily range shows

scarcely any difference.’'

The mean yearly rainfall in Bath seems to be

Advantages
over other

places.

Rainfall.
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about 30 inches. The rainfall increases rapidly as

you go Westward; being 35 to 40 inches at Bristol,

and 45 to 50 inches in Cornwall. In some of the

higher parts of the surrounding country it reaches as

much as 60 to 80 inches. Mr. Blomefield says:

—

<£ The average member of wet days in Bath, or days on

which rain falls to the amount of not less than one-

hundredth of an inch, is shown by statistics to be

about 1 6 1 . It must be remembered, however, that a

day of 24 hours is here meant, and that most of the

rain falls during the night
;
the fine days, therefore, as

ordinarily estimated, would amount to many more

than the above calculation gives. The driest period

of the year at Bath appears on an average to be from

March to June, both months included. In no one of

these months does the rainfall amount to two inches.”

Examining the above statistics, it will be seen that

Bath presents peculiar climatic advantages as a winter

and spring residence for invalids
;
and more especially

for those suffering from chest affections who require a

mild climate, with slight variations between the night

and day temperatures, and a moderate amount of

moisture in the air.

The death-rate in Bath averages 21 per 1,000 per

annum
;
but in estimating the healthfulness of the

place we must take into account the large number of

invalids and persons of advanced age who come here

in quest of health and breathe their last among us.
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Tunstall on this subject says:—“ There is a special

feature in the mortality returns of Bath not seen so

markedly in any other city in the kingdom, viz., the

very large proportion of the deaths of persons

of advanced age. The cause of this and its influence in

maintaining the death-rate at so near the figures given

above have been ably discussed by Dr. Brabazon, the

Medical Officer of Health, in a special report recently

published by him to the Sanitary Authority of the

city. In it he points out that whereas in Bristol and

Clifton there were in 1871 only 3,303 persons above

65 years of age, or about a 55th of the entire popula-

tion, there were in Bath no fewer than 4,078, or but

little over i-i2th. As the birth-rate of the city is

low, this large population of aged residents ‘ must

consist,’ as he remarks, ‘of individuals who are, as it

were, introduced and born to Bath at the age of 6o.’

Such a circumstance has the peculiarity of raising the

death-rate at the same time that it testifies to the

healthfulness of the city. To quote Dr. Brabazon’s

words ‘ for these aged, Bath has been aptly described

as a cradle in which they calmly and quietly rest

until nature rocks them to sleep.’
”°

An examination of the “ statistics of bathers ” con- Increasing

clusively proves how rapidly Bath and its waters are
!

’opulanT-

rising in the estimation of the Medical Profession and

* Tunstall on the Bath Waters, page 3 .
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the public generally. The London profession, after a

careful trial of Foreign Spas (which has served only to

demonstrate their want of superiority), are now, almost

unanimously recommending invalids who are likely to

be benefited by a course of thermal waters, to Bath.

As might be expected, medical men in the provinces

have followed suit, and it is to this cause that the

very rapid increase of late years may be attributed.

Taking the statistics for the last ten years
,
we find

that in 1873 the number of bathers in the different

establishments amounted to 45,722. I11 1874 there

was an increase of over 6,000, the number for that

year being 52,016. From 1874 there was a gradual,

but steady, rise to 1881, when the total reached

56,297. In 1882 it was 61,303, and during last year,

which proved the most successful the baths have ever

known, there was an increase of over 10,000, the total

reaching the enormous number of 73,000. Thus in

1883 there were 27,000 more bathers than in 1873,

and 17,000 more than in 1881. It is impossible to

form an accurate estimate of how many of these

invalids were cured by their thermal course of treat-

ment
;
but taking the Mineral Water Hospital, where

exact statistics are kept, as a gu’de, we must conclude

the number was very large. In the report of the

above institution for 1883 we find the following

interesting facts :

—

“ It may be interesting to trace the progress of the
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institution by comparing its operations at different

periods. The records of the hospital show that during

the first five years after its foundation; viz., 1743 to

1747, both included, the total number of patients

admitted was 636. Fifty years later, during the five

years 1793 to 1797, the number was 1,617. Again,

after another fifty years, in the five years 1843 to 1847,

the number admitted was 2,789 ;
and in the five

years, 1876 to 1880, it was 3,974. In the first of

these periods the patients cured or benefited were 62

per cent, of those admitted
;

in the second period 72

per cent.
;
in the third 79 per cent.

;
and in the last

91 per cent.” These wonderful results must be

attributed, to some extent, to the very careful selection

of cases.

Hotels and Lodgings.

Visitors who wish to cast aside the cares of house-

keeping while sojourning in Bath have an ample choice

of good Hotels, where everything is provided for their

comfort and convenience. The Grand Hotel
,
opposite

the Grand Pump Room and Abbey, is connected with

the finest suite of mineral baths in Europe. This

hotel can accommodate 80 visitors, and provides

special advantages for those who are so crippled as to

be unable to walk, there being communication by a

lift with each floor. The invalid can be put in a

Hotels.
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wheelchair in his bedroom, run along to the lift, con-

veyed to the basement, and thence to the baths

adjoining without further movement or trouble. The
York House

,
in York Buildings, with accommodation

for 70 sleepers, contains some magnificent suites of

rooms. It was the posting establishment when Bath

was reached only by coach, and still maintains its

connection with the best county families. Its close

proximity to the Post Office, Park, Assembly Rooms,

and more fashionable parts of the city, renders it a

favourite residence with visitors who are better able

to get about. A table-d'Jwte dinner is served here

every night, but not at the first-named establishment.

Besides these may be mentioned the Castle Hotel,

Northgate Street
;

the Christopher Hotel, High

Street; the White Lion Hotel, High Street; Royal

Hotel, Manvers Street
;
the Railway Hotel, Railway

Place
;
Stead’s Private Family Hotel, 2, Pulteney

Street
;

Fernley House, 2, North Parade
;
and

Temperance Hotels in Manvers Street, Stall Street,

and St. James’s Parade. Within the last month a

very handsomely furnished boarding-house has been

opened in Queen Square, which under good

management ought to prove a great addition to the

place. Good Lodgings
,

at moderate prices, can be

procured in most localities. I would specially recom-

mend Pulteney Street and its neighbourhood, North

and South Parade, The Paragon, Green Park, Milsom
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Street and its neighbourhood for those desiring warm

and sheltered quarters
;

and the Royal Crescent,

Circus, Brock Street, Bennett Street and the Lansdown

Road for those requiring more bracing situations.

An ample supply of Bath chairs (a luxury peculiar

to the place), renders conveyance to and from the

Baths easy and safe in all weathers. Cabs and pony-

carriages are plentiful and cheap, one shilling per mile

being the fare throughout the city.

In. the coaching days of old a journey to Bath was

a thing of some trouble and not unattended with

danger, but free railway communication has rendered

it easily accessible from all parts of the kingdom.

The fast trains on the Great Western line briii"o

passengers from Paddington to Bath in little over

two hours, and the same railway has made it less

than a half-day’s journey from all the watering places

on the South Coast and the whole of Wales. The
Midland Railway has rendered the journey from the

Midland counties, the North, and Scotland a matter

of 1 ess than a day’s travelling, while the increasing

ease and comfort of steamboat communication between

Bristol and Ireland causes it to be frequented more
and more by invalids from the Sister Island.

Bath chairs.

Railway
communica-

tion.
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Qualities of the Bath Waters.

Diseased Conditions in which the Waters
are Beneficial.

I. Gout in all its forms is greatly benefited.

When the invalid suffers from frequent acute attacks,

a course of the waters yearly or twice a year lengthens

the period between the attacks, and if persevered in

entirely prevents their recurrence. In Suppressed Gout

the greatest benefit is experienced
;

the baths fre-

quently stir it up, causing an acute attack, by which

the distressing symptoms are at once relieved. They

restore the disordered functions of the liver and

kidneys, improve the appetite, promote the secretions,

and restore the general health. In Chronic Rheumatic

Arthrites
,
when the joints are painful, distorted and

stiffened by deposit, no treatment can restore them to

their normal state, but the waters are very beneficial

;

in the early stages by promoting the secretions and

preventing further mischief, and later on by removing

the pain and stiffness and causing an amount of relief

which is very gratifying. The waters will greatly

lessen the chronic enlargement of the finger joints

so common in gouty subjects; one constantly sees

bathers able to wear their rings after a course of the

waters though unable to do so for years before.
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II. Rheumatism .
—The varieties of trouble from

this disease are so numerous that it is impossible in a

short work like the present to enter into detail. Suffice

it to say that in all its chronic forms the waters give

greater relief than any other form of treatment. It is

from the wonderful cures they have effected in this

and the last-named piinful malady that the waters

have earned their well-deserved reputation.

III. Joint Diseases .
—Great caution must be exer-

cised in the external use of the waters when there are

inflammatory changes in the delicate structures, but

for the chronic enlargement and stiffening following

rheumatic fever, injury, or long want of use during the

setting of fractures, the waters will be found invaluable.

The buoyancy of the water enables many invalids who
cannot move without help to do so freely while in the

bath, nor must they be disheartened on finding the

old difficulty return as soon as they quit the bath
;

with a little trouble they will soon be able to do as

much out of the bath as they can while in it, and

should not be satisfied until this end is gained. In

most cases perseverance will greatly improve, if not

entirely restore, them to their former state of health.

The douche
,
both wet and dry, will be found very

useful in these cases.

IV. Skin Diseases .

—

If the legend of Bladud be

true, it was to the cure of -these diseases that we owe
the first fame of the baths. It is certain that in former
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ages they were visited chiefly by sufferers from skin

troubles, and time has not impaired their efficiency.

It is chiefly in the scaly skin diseases, such as Lepra
,

Psoriasis and Eczema that they are useful. In these

cases the baths may be given at higher temperatures

than is otherwise necessary. In a case recently sent

me by Professor McCall Anderson, where there were

few patches as large as a crown piece over the

whole body free from Psoriasis
,
the patient rapidly

improved after a fortnight’s bathing and left with

nearly a clean skin. This case was doubly interesting,

as the baths of many continental spas, as well as those

of Buxton, had been tried in vain.

V. Nervous Disorders
,

Neuralgia, Lumbago
,

Sciatica
,
and Ckoria are all greatly benefited by a

course of the waters. The length of time necessary

to effect a cure is greatest in deep-seated and old-

standing affections. When the pain is concentrated

in one spot dry cupping and the douche are found

useful adjuncts. In Palsy from cold, or from lead,

copper, mercurial, or arsenical poisoning, the waters

are found to be very useful, especially in the wrist-

drop or cholic, so common among lead-workers and

painters. In Paralysis great caution must be exercised

and the state of the heart and arteries carefully

examined. As a rule those cases where e'ectiicity is

beneficial will be found to yield the best results.

VI. Iu Debility
,
whether due to over-growth in
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early life, or following acute disease, the waters are a

useful tonic. It is a noted fact that the chemical

constituents of natural mineral waters are better borne

by the stomach than the same substances as usually

prescribed. The Bath Waters are a mild alkaline

chalybeate tonic
,
and the quantity of Nitrogen held in

solution increases their alterative action. (The quantity

of Nitrogen evolved from the springs amounts to about

250 cubic feet daily.)

VII. Uterine Diseases.— In the painful and dis-

tressing diseases peculiar to women, which render so

many of their lives wretched, the Baths have earned

a just reputation. In displacements of the womb,

tumours, &c., they can do no good beyond improving

the general health, but they will be found very

beneficial in Chlorosis; Ancemia
,
Lcnchorrcea

)
and in

interrupted and painful menstruation. In these cases

their usefulness is greatly increased by the use of

lavement and the douche ascenda?ite. The older writers

strongly recommended the waters in cases of sterility.

VIII. Insomnia.—When the sleeplessness is due to

brain-fag patients must cut themselves free from all

mental work, and spend as much time as possible

walking or driving in the beautiful lanes which abound
in the neighbourhood, Here the Baths should be

taken about two hours before bedtime.

IX. The Baths are a useful adjunct to a mercurial

course. By promoting the action of the skin and the
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secretions generally they help the elimination of the

drug, and brace the system against its injurious effects.

I do not think sufficient stress has ever been laid on

the great benefit derivable in these cases. It will be

found that when the baths are taken during the

administration of mercury, much larger doses can be

given without injurious results. In this way the

syphilitic poison is more quickly eradicated, and the

system restored to the standard of health. In the

anaemia and prostration resulting from the long

administration of the drug the waters will be found an

invaluable tonic. On the continent the practice of

combining a thermal and mercurial course is almost

universal.

Counter Indications to the Use of the

Batpis.

(1) It may be stated as a fundamental principle

that they should never be used in any disease when in

its acute stage.

(2) Inflammatory Conditions.—So much is this the

case that if one finger joint is acutely inflamed more

harm than good will be got from their use.

(3) Abscesses acute and chronic.

(4) Open Sores .—Whether due to operation, ulcera-

tion, or even a blister, or where the scaly skin diseases

have broken the surface.
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(5) Epilepsy.—On account of the danger of drowning

in the bath, and because their use increases the

frequency of the attacks.

(6) Phthisis and Scrofula.—Their employment here

is apt to bring on acute symptoms.

(7) Heart Disease.—Where there is a tendency to

apoplexy, fainting, violent flushing of the face, or

haemorrhage. Many patients with other well-marked

heart affections bathe with impunity.

(8) Acute Mental or Bodily Prosti ation.— Invalids

should not bathe the day they arrive after a long

journey.

(9) Meal-time.—No bath should be taken just before

a meal, or for at least two hours after a hearty one.

Patients disregarding the above precautions are apt

to cause serious inconvenience, if not danger to

themselves, and to bring undeserved discredit on the

Bath Waters.
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The Baths and Pump Rooms.

“ The Mineral Springs, Pump Rooms and Baths of

Bath are situated in the southern part of the town, in

tliQ vicinity of the Abbey church, not far distant from

each other, and easily accessible from all parts of the

town. There are four Springs, two Pump Rooms, and

five Establishments for Public and Private Bathingso
including Douche Baths.”* There is also a Fountain

opposite the Grand Pump Room, where all comers

may help themselves, free of charge, to the healing-

waters as they flow.

: The Grand Pump Room
,
in the Abbey Yard, is a

handsome Corinthian building, 88ft. in length, 56ft. in

breadth, and 34ft. in height. It is comfortably seated,

and provides ample space for invalids to promenade at

leisure. The Fountain receives a supply of 8 J gallons

per minute of thermal water direct from the spring, at

a temperature of 114° F. The Room is open from

8.30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on week days, and from 8.30 to 9.30

a.m., and again from 1 to 3 p.m. on Sundays. The Pump
Room serves as a Retiring Room for the King’s and

Queen’s Public and Private Baths, where the bather

may cool at leisure. Flandsome rooms, provided with

* Falconer, “The Baths of Bath,’’ p. 1.
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newspapers an 1 periodicals, are attached to the other

bathing establishments, and it is wise in most cases for

the bather to avail himself of their use before proceed-

ing into the outer air.

These are regulated to suit the requirements of all Bathing

classes of invalids. The Corporation have been establishments

indefatigable in their exertions for the public benefit,

and the state of perfection reached is such that few of

the continental baths can rival and none excel them

in luxuriance and comfort.
’ ~

The Private Baths contain from 800 to 900 gallons Private baths,

ot water, with a depth of from 4ft. to 45ft. They

are X shaped and lined throughout with porcelain

tiles. The baths occupy the greater part of bathrooms,

which are 12ft. to 14ft. long, 8ft. wide, and lift, high,

and are large enough to permit the bather to walk

about and freely exercise the limbs. The approach

in all is by a flight of steps with brass side rods, by

which the bather may support himself, and special

arrangements are made by means of an arm-chair

swung to a crane by which cripples can be lowered

into and removed from the bath without trouble or

movement. Each bath is provided with a douche, by Douches,

means of which the water can be applied to any part

of the body while the bather is submerged in the

bath. This form of douche, called the wet douche
,

which is milder in its effects, is often borne without

discomfort, where the dry douche
,
or direct and more
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Reclining

baths.

Different

forms of baths

Swimming
baths.

King’s bath.

violent impingement of the water causes inconvenience.

Its addition to the baths has greatly facilitated the

treatment in cases of joint disease. Each of these

baths has a handsome private dressing-room and closet

attached, where every requisite for the invalid’s com-

fort is supplied. Smaller baths, of the same type,

each with a dressing-room, can be had at lower prices.

Reclining Baths can be had at the different establish-

ments if preferred. These when filled contain 150

gallons of water, and have all the conveniences of

ch•essing-rooms, &c., the same as the larger baths.

Vapour and Shower Baths
,
Douche Baths

,
Enema or

lavement apparatus, and the Douche ascendante are also

provided. In fact nothing has been left undone

which will facilitate the cure of disease or tend to the

comfort of the bather.

There are many large and comfortable swimming

baths. The King's Bath, adjoining the Grand Pump

Room, which is open to the sky, is 59ft. long and 40ft.

broad, and contains 56,332 gallons of water, with a

walled-in depth of 4jft. In the centre of this bath is a

space surrounding the spring which supplies it.* “The

quantity of water yielded by this spring is estimated

at two hogsheads and a half a minute. Its temperature

at the bottom of the well is 1 17
0

F., within the enclosed

space 1160 F., while in the different parts of the bath

* Falconer, “ The Baths of Bath,"’ p. 8.
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it ranges from the last-mentioned degree down to

ioo° or 98° F., according to the distance from the

exit of the spring.” On the northern side is a corridor

with dressing-rooms having an entrance into the bath
}

and also containing reclining baths. On the walls of

this bath are many interesting relics of by-gone ages,

when it was the fashion for ladies and gentlemen to

bathe together in powdered wigs and most elaborate

costumes. The Queen's Bath adjoins the King’s Bath.

The Cross Bath at Hetling Court is a cheap public

bath. In connection with the Royal Private Bath in

Hot Bath Street are two swimming baths, the Hot

Bath and the Tepid Bath. The latter is 62ft. long by

23ft. wide, and contains 40,000 gallons of water, at a

temperature of 88° F. On the eastern side are a large

public dressing-room and six small private ones

handsomely fitted and containing fireplaces. From

each a flight of steps leads down into the bath. There

is also a handsome swimming bath, for the use of

ladies and gentlemen on alternate days, at the Nezu

Royal Baths beside the Grand Hotel. It measures

Soft, by 27ft., and contains 54,000 gallons of water.

In connection with it are 17 dressing-rooms, all very

handsomely fitted.

Special arrangements can be made for providing

invalids with the Mineral Water at a temperature not

exceeding ioo° F. at their own homes, and recently

the waters have been aerated, under the name of

Sulis Water.
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1TTr
It is impossible to pass from a description of the

Mineral Water 1

Hospital, bathing establishments without mention of that noble

charity, the Mineral Water Hospital Opened in

1742, it has afforded incalculable relief to something

like 5 5 >000 sick poor. It is a national charity, receiving

patients from all parts of the country, the only

recommendation necessary being that they are poor

and suffering, and are fit cases for the water treatment.

As altered and extended in i86i.it affords accom-

modation for 142 patients—85 males and 59 females.

Full particulars as to admission, &c., may be had on

application to the Resident Medical Officer.

The Hot Mineral Springs of Bath.

Advertisement of Charges.

The Water for Bathing and Drinking is supplied

direct from the Mineral Spring. The natural tempera-

ture of which is from 117 0 to 120°, and when used for

bathing it is reduced to the required heat by the

addition of cooled mineral water. Tickets must in all

cases be procured at the Ticket Office, adjoining the

Grand Pump Room Hotel, previous to bathing, and

bathers are requested to see that their tickets are

clipped by the attendant to whom they are delivered.

CHARGES FOR BATHS
At the New Royal Baths (Grand Hotel).

s. d.

First Class Private Baths... ... 2 6

Ditto, with Douche ... ... ... ... 3 o
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s. d.

Vapour Bath ...
">

• • • 6

Ditto, with Shower... 'y

J 6

Reclining and Douche O
• • • W 0

A Child under 12, bathing with its parent ... I 0

Two Children under T2, using- the same bath, pay as One Adult.

Attendant’s Fee, 3d.

Attached to these Baths is a First Class Swimming
Bath, daily supplied with fresh water, for Ladies’ use

on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, with the use of

private room

—

For One Person 1 o

For Two ditto 1 6

For Three ditto ... ... 2 o

Attendant’s Fee, id.

King’s and Queen’s Baths (Stall Street).

First Class Private Baths...

Ditto, with Douche

Vapour Bath

Ditto, with Shower

Reclining Bath

Ditto, with Douche

o

6

o

6

6

o

Second Class Baths.

Reclining Baths
1 0

Ditt0
>
ditt0 06

Public Bath
t 0

Ditto, ditto 0 6

Fees to Attendants, id., 2d., 3d.
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Royal Baths (Hot Bath Street).

First Class Private Bath ...

Ditto, with Douche

Second, ditto, ditto

Reclining Bath

Shower

Fees to Attendants, 2d. and 3d.

s. d.

2 o

2 6

1 6

1 6

1 6

Tepid Swimming Baths (for Gents only).

With use of Private Room ... ... ... o 9

Ditto, Public Room ... ... ... ... o 6

No Fees.

Cross Bath (St. Michael’s Place).

Open Public Bath, admission o 2

Ditto, with Towel 03

Arrangements for Drinking the Waters.

The Grand Pump Room is open each day from

8.30 till 5 in Winter and 6 in Summer, and on Sundays

after Morning Service. Charge, single glass, 2d.

£ s. d.

Per Week

Per Month

Per Three Months

Per Six Months

Per Twelve Months ...

For a Family . = .

At the Hetling Pump Room the charge is is. per

week, and 2d. per glass.

...016

...050

... o 10 o

... o 15 o

...100

...200
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Portable Baths, at a temperature not exceeding

io6c can be supplied at private residences, by special

arrangements.

No money is allowed to betaken by the attendants

except the above specified fees.

Best Times for Bathing and Drinking the

Waters.

The season at Bath differs from that of most other

Thermal Springs, being in the winter half of the year.

Long experience has demonstrated the advantage of

this, and now, by universal consent, invalids are

recommended to come not earlier than September, or

t© stay later than the end of May. Where the whole

year is open to invalids, the best months are March,

April, May, September and October. By referring to

the notes on climate, it will be seen that Bath enjoys

so mild a winter climate that the risks of bathing at

that season are less than in more exposed and colder

_ places. From this peculiarity patients who have been

taking a summer course at Buxton or Harrogate

may, with advantage, continue their treatment at

Bath when it would be dangerous to do so at the

above-named resorts. It must not be supposed from

the above that it is injudicious to use the Bath Waters

in summer. In the case of great invalids the warmer

months are often the most suitable.

The Time of Day when Baths should be taken
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Preparation

before

Bathing.

Clothing.

Diet.

varies so much according to the condition of the

patient, state of weather, &c., that no hard-and-fast

rule can be laid down, and it must be left to the decision

of the medical adviser. Robust people may bathe

with impunity at any time of day
;
but invalids are

better, if the weather be very cold, to take the bath

in the afternoon and remain indoors for the rest of

the day.

For Drinking I advise patients, when it is possible,

to take one tumbler of water before breakfast, and a

second either before lunch or early in the afternoon.

No special preparation is necessary before the

invalid starts his Thermal course, beyond what is

required for all tonic and alterative treatment. The

one essential is that the bowels are regular
,
and the

digestive organs in a healthy condition. Much valuable

time is often lost by the neglect of this simple rule.

Visitors would do well, when the state of health

permits, to subject themselves to a mild saline purge

every second morning for a week before coming.

Du ring the course all undue exposure to cold must

be avoided, and it is well to wear flannel under-

clothing. All excesses of the table must be strictly

guarded against. The simpler and plainer the diet,,

consistent with health, the better. Meat once a day,

in most cases, will be found sufficient. Eggs, white

fish, poultry, game, and farinaceous food of all sorts-

will supply sufficient variety. The use of Alcoholic
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Stimulants must bs regulated by the requirements of

the case, long habit, &c., but, as a general rule, they

are better left alone, or used only in the greatest

moderation Where the weather permits as much

time as possible should be spent in the open air. The

surrounding country presents numerous attractions

for both carriage and walking excursions.

The Bath Thermal Waters.

The Bath Waters are so powerful in their action

that a course of treatment by them must be entered

upon with caution and not without a certain amount

of responsibility. Many people think of Thermal

Waters that they are blessings specially provided by

nature for their use, and that they have nothing to do

but to bathe and be cured of their diseases. The same

argument applies to every medicine, they are all

blessings provided by nature for the cure of suffering

humanity, but it is only by the accumulated experience

of their effects, handed down from generation to

generation, verified and corrected by the more

accurate modes of investigation introduced in later

years, that the Medical Profession has been enabled to

estimate their full effects and derive the greatest

amount of benefit from their employment. Mineral

waters are complex medicines, greatly benefiting

some, not suiting, or possibly injuring others, and

varying in their degree of efficiency in the same

Stimulants.

Caution.
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individual at different times and altered states of the

constitution. Invalids who enter on an experimental

course of their effects in their own persons may find,

to their cost, that they have been playing with edged

tools. Dr. Robertson, writing on the Buxton Waters,

gives the following caution, which applies with equal

truth to the Bath Waters :

—

“ The character of these mineral waters, their

peculiar and great effect on the system when used

either externally or internally, the modification of

their effects according to the quantity that is drunk,

the temperature at which the baths are used, the

frequency with which the baths are used, and the

period of the immersion, should be carefully studied,

in order to the judicious and prudent use of so

valuable a medicinal agent. It is only by such

discriminating attention that these waters can be

made to act beneficially upon different ailments, in

different stages of these ailments, and in the infinitely

modified states of the system induced by the

hereditary or acquired circumstances and conditions

of life. The use of these waters disadvantageous^

is a direct reflected injury to the medical man who

may have suggested their employment, and to the

reputation of the waters, as well as a manifest, (how-

ever unintentional,) wrong to the patient. 1 he

essentially stimulating, and the no less essentially

alterative character of the waters, must be known and
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ever borne in mind, if they are to be prescribed other-

wise than empirically, and the necessity of using them

with discretion and care must be enforced accordingly,

if they are to be made as useful as possible. This

presupposes, of course, that the case under con-

sideration is suited to the use of the waters in some

way or other.”

It has often been contended that the benefit Different from

derived from the waters is entirely due to their high
°rd

Baths

temperature. This is not correct. Ordinary hot

baths are relaxing and debilitating, while the mineral

baths are tonic and bracing in their action. After Effects of

their use the bather experiences a healthy glow. The Bath -

spirits are raised, the appetite sharpened, the secretions

augmented, and a general sensation of increased

vitality, which lasts for a considerable period, pervades

the whole system. In some a pleasurable drowsiness

is produced, and when it passes off, or after a short

sleep, they wake braced and invigorated. This is

what takes place when the baths are proving beneficial.

In cases where they are not it is just the reverse.

While in the bath there may be a feeling of faintness

or oppression, flushing of the face, and fulness of the

head, and on leaving it a hot dry skin, parched mouth
and general feverishness, with languor and restlessness,

the tongue becomes foul and coated, the bowels
confined, the urine scanty and high coloured, with a

feeling of upset and uneasiness. Where this is the
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case something is wrong. It may be that the bath is

being taken too frequently, at too high a temperature,

or in some way not suited to the individual. They
should at once be discontinued and a physician

consulted before they are again resorted to.

It is a popular idea that there is great danger in

taking cold after a hot bath. This has arisen from

the fact that we are apt to do so when heated by
exertion, but the two cases are not analogous. In the

latter there has been rapid tissue waste, and a loss of

latent heat, due to the evaporation of moisture on the

surface and the increased blood supply to the skin

where it comes in contact with the cold atmospheric

air. In fact, the vital forces are at a low ebb, and the

system less able to resist a chill. While in the bath,

on the other hand, the body is surrounded by a

medium at a greater temperature than its own. Heat

is absorbed, and the vital force husbanded. In

Mineral Water Baths there is also the absorption of a

certain amount of the dissolved chemical constituents

which tends further to brace the system. With

ordinary precautions in cooling there should be no

danger whatever. Taking cold is nothing more or

less than a sudden lessening of the vital force, which

acts in a deleterious way on the system, and produces

certain well-marked results. As a matter of fact, a

hot bath, taken in time, will often cut short a cold by

restoring the lost vitality and causing the skin to act.
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Hints on Bathin

g

.

Having- procured a ticket* at the office beside the

Grand Pump Hotel, and selected a bath, the invalid

will proceed quietly to undress. The attendant

having meanwhile filled the bath at the desired

temperature, will render any necessary assistance. In

the case of nervous subjects or great invalids who are

unable to help themselves, it is well to have a servant

in attendance, to remain in the dressing-room if not in

the bath-room.

The bath should be entered slowly, one step at a

time, the water being laved over the upper part of the

body before it is immersed. In this way the shock

which would otherwise occur is obviated. When the

bottom of the bath is reached, the bather should at

once sit down on the sedilia provided for the purpose.

In no case should the head be put underwater, as it is

apt to cause unpleasant sensations, and is not free

from danger. The great buoyancy of the water ^Vate?
°f

renders it difficult for a light bather to retain the

sitting position at first, the tendency being for the

body to rise to the surface. By taking hold of the

siJe rings provided for the purpose after a little

* At the busy season it is always well to engage a bath at least one

day beforehand, otherwise it may not be got at the time it is wanted.
C
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practice this difficulty is easily overcome, and the

bather feels quite at his ease. On first entering the

bath there is often a slight feeling of chilliness

experienced
;
this soon passes off and is succeeded by

a comfortable glow of warmth which lasts during the
«

remainder of the bath and for some time afterwards.

Owing to the great bulk of water and its high specific

gravity there is a feeling of oppression over the chest

and abdomen which renders it difficult for the bather

to take a long breath with comfort, and the pressure

on the chest walls causes the heart beat to be more

distinctly felt. Neither of these symptoms need cause

any alarm, as they are experienced more or less by all

bathers, and soon pass off. It is only in the first bath

that they cause any inconvenience.

The temperature at which the bath should be taken

is a matter of great importance. For the first two or

three baths it should not exceed 96° to 99
0

F. If it is

then found that they cause no inconvenience the

temperature may be gradually raised to ioo° or 10 1°

F. In no case should they be taken at a greater heat

without special direction. .
Experience has proved

that more benefit is derived by a continuance of the

baths at moderate temperatures than by a short

course at higher ranges. The diseases for which they

are employed are often of long standing and cannot

be expected to yield to their influence at once.

The proper time for remaining in the bath varies
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according to the nature of the case
;
ten minutes is a

good time to start with, but full-blooded patients may
find five minutes enough for a first bath. As the

bather becomes accustomed to the treatment the time

may be extended to fifteen or twenty minutes. Longer

periods are not, as a rule, desirable, though I have

known a skin patient remain two hours in a bath at a

temperature of ioi? without discomfort.

On leaving the bath the attendant will “ pack ” the

bather in warm sheets and towels and wrap him in a

blanket spread for the purpose on a couch in the

dressing-room, where he should repose for five or ten

minutes. By this time the moisture is absorbed, and

the wraps should, one by one, be put aside and

dressing slowly proceeded with. It is not, as a rule,

advisable for free perspiration to take place after the

bath, so that, if there is a tendency to it during

dressing the bather should lie down and wait till he

cools before completing his toilet. Before proceeding

into the outer air it is always well to remain ten or

twenty minutes in the cooling-room provided for the

purpose. In cold weather it is more prudent to return

home in a closed carriage or Bath chair, and to stay

in the house for the remainder of the day. It is a rule

at the Mineral Water Hospital that all patients should

remain indoors on the day of bathing, and I feel sure

that the strict observance of this rule, combined with

moderation in diet and obedience to orders, tends

Racking after

the Bath.

Cooling
Room*.
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greatly to help these poor people’s recovery where

their richer and more self-indulgent fellow-sufferers fail.

The waters are so powerfully stimulating in their

effects that for most people a bath every second day

is as much as they can stand. Four baths a week is

the greatest number that should ever be taken.

Invalids who will not be guided in this matter and

bathe daily, frequently suffer for their temerity. The

length of time required to effect a cure by means of

the Bath Waters varies greatly according to the nature

of the case under treatment. In some three or four

baths cause a very marked improvement. While

others, who will ultimately derive great benefit,

perceive no change until twelve or twenty baths have

been taken. Cases of long standing and deep-seated

trouble are the most obstinate, but in the long run

yield excellent results. Many authentic cases are

on record where patients have been carried helpless

cripples to their first bath, who, after a surprisingly

short course of the waters, have been enabled to

dispense with all assistance and return to their avoca-

tions entirely cured. Six weeks is considered a fair

course. By that time, at least, the medical attendant

will be able to judge whether all the benefit possible

has been attained, or if a longer course is advisable.

A course of less than 8 to 12 baths is mere waste of

time, and by failing to effect a cure in a disease which

has probably lasted for years, is apt to bring the
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waters into disrepute where a continuance of their use

would in all probability have given satisfactory results.

Drinking the Waters.

Along with the baths it is customary to order

patients to drink the waters. That this is beneficial

is proved by the fact that many who for special

reasons cannot bathe derive great benefit by drinking

alone. The quantity to be drunk daily should be

divided into two portions, one to be taken early in

the day, before breakfast if possible
>
and the other

half-an-hour before lunch, or early in the afternoon.

On the amount taken will depend the result. The

old writers ordered the waters in very large doses, as

much as three quarts daily
;
given thus freely they

act as a purgative, in small doses they are apt to

produce constipation. It is now the custom to order

from half a pint to one and a half pints daily
;

this

should keep the bowels regular. The dose should not

exceed 40Z. at a time to begin with, and if this is

found to agree it should be gradually increased till

the full quantity is reached. At the Grand Pump
Room the water is served for drinking at a temperature

of 114
0 Fahr., and should be sipped slowly till the

stomach becomes accustomed to its use, otherwise

nausea is apt to be produced. To derive the full

benefit gentle exercise should be taken after each

drinking. The late Dr. Falconer, who was a great
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Drinking.

Effects.

authority on all matters connected with the waters,

so ably describes their effects that I cannot do better

than quote his opinion verbatim.*

“ When the waters are drunk fresh from the spring1

,

they raise and accelerate the pulse, increase the tem-

perature of the body, and excite the secretions
;
and

these effects, which are generally manifested soon after

drinking them, are more permanent than might at first

be anticipated. They have a tendency to produce con-

stipation when taken in small quantities
;

but the

older writers mention their purgative effects
;

the

dose however they administered amounted to one,

two, or three quarts daily, which produced two or

three copious evacuations. The ordinary quantity,

namely, four, six, or eight ounces taken daily, tends

to produce a regular action of the bowels, while the

largest quantity will sometimes cause purging.

“The effects of the waters which indicate that they

will prove beneficial by drinking of them, are, a glow

of warmth in the stomach, an increased appetite, an

improvement of the spirits, an augmented secretion of

the saliva, and an excitement of the urinary discharge

the latter constituting one of the best indications of

their being likely to produce a good effect; next to

which may be placed the rapidity with which they

quench thirst. If, however, they produce headache,

thirst, a dry tongue, a sense of weight in the stomach,

* Falconer, “ The Baths of Bath,
v
page 39.
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diminish rather than improve the appetite, induce

nausea and sickness, and fail to improve the flow of

urine, they will be of no advantage unless this tendency

to cause these effects can be obviated. This may in

many cases be brought about by diminishing the dose,

by altering the period of day at which they are taken,

by allowing the water to cool before drinking it, and

especially by relinquishing their use before breakfast.

The employment for a short time of some diuretic

remedy, conjointly with the water, will aid in deciding

its effect so as to augment the flow of urine. But if

these changes are unattended by any corresponding

result, no benefit can be expected from persisting in

their use.

“ The quantity of water to be drunk during the day

should, under ordinary circumstances, be divided into

two portions, one of which may be taken before break-

fast and the other in the afternoon. The usual amount

taken at one time varies trom four ounces to half-a-

pint. It may, however, be increased to double that

quantity if the smaller doses do not disagree and the

case requires it. If the quantity to be drunk be large,

the morning and afternoon portions should be divided,

ten minutes or a quarter-of-an-hour being allowed to

intervene between the divided dose, which time will

be usefully occupied by gentle exercise. The water

should be drunk leisurely, for nothing is more apt to

cause discomfort than rapidly tossing off the quantity
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Bathing.

Effects.
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to be taken. There is no objection to drinking the

water on the same day that the bath is used.

“ When the waters are used as a bath the frequency

of the pulse and the temperature of the body is

increased, and subsequently the amount of the urinary

discharge augmented. After the use of the bath,

there is a consciousness of elasticity and vigour of the

frame, and the appetite is improved. The exhausting

perspiration and fainting which often follow the use

of warm baths of ordinary water, rarely, if ever, occur

after the employment of the mineral water, neither is

its use productive (under ordinary circumstances) of

the copious perspiration consequent on common hot

baths. In cases where the limbs are stiffened or con-

tracted by rheumatism, the power of moving them

is greatly restored
;

in many cases it returns with

remarkable quickness, by means of bathing. The

same result also takes place in many cases of palsy,

in which employment of the baths is allowable. Pain

also is relieved during the use ot the bath as in

sciatica, and though it and the stiffness of the limbs

often return, at first, soon after leaving the bath, it

will be observed that the interval between employing

the bath and the recurrence of pain and stiffness

increases until they are entirely removed. In some

cases, where bathing does not disagree and yet does

not produce any very appreciable effect at the time,

is advisable, after a proper trial, to cease from using
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the bath, for oftentimes relief or recovery follows after

their employment has been discontinued, or after an

interval their use may be resumed with manifest

advantage.”

Sufferers from gout and rheumatism must not be

disappointed if after one or two baths they seem

worse. It is due to the waters “ bringing out ” the

disease, and is looked upon as one of the best results

which can follow a trial of the waters, and is often the

forerunner of relief and cure. Caution should, how-

ever, be exercised for fear the stimulating properties

of the waters push matters too far and convert a

chronic state of disease into an acute one. After a

few more baths a marked improvement will, in most

cases, take place and continue during the remainder

of the course.

The springs which yield the famous Bath Waters

are four in number. The total flow equals 385,000

gallons daily, at a temperature of 1
1

7

0
to 120° Fahr.

The source of the springs and the cause of their high

temperature are still subjects of speculation
;
certain

it is that both take origin at some distance from the

earth’s surface, as the flow is unaffected by the heaviest

rainfall or the longest drought, and the temperature

remains the same in the hottest weather in summer,

or the keenest frosts of winter. It has been noted

before that Natural Mineral Waters are more powerful

in their effects than artificial compounds, even when

First Baths
bring out

Disease.

The Bath
Water.
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Heat of the

Water.

Temperature
as compared
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Character of

the Water.

containing the same ingredients in identical propor-

tions. This is also true of Thermal Waters. The whole

subject of Telluric heat is very little understood, but

waters deriving their high temperature from this source

are found to cool more slowly than the same when

heated by artificial means. Some of the peculiarity

in effect is in all probability due to the electrical

properties derived from the different strata traversed

by these waters in their passage to the earth’s surface.

Compared with other thermal springs noted for their

medicinal properties Bath stands very high. Wies-

baden has a temperature of 158°; Baden Baden, 15 3^;

Aix-la-Chapelle, 130°
;
while Tiplitz and Gastein are

very similar to Bath, the former being 12 1° and the

latter 120°. The great majority of European springs

have much lower temperatures. Of British springs

none can compare with Bath in this respect, Buxton

being its nearest rival, with a temperature of only 82°

Fahr. The great difficulty in the case of the Bath

water is to lower the temperature sufficiently for

bathing purposes. This is accomplished by means of

large tanks, where the water is cooled and then mixed

with water direct from the springs till the desired

temperature is reached.

Seen in bulk the water presents a light bluish-green

tint, and as it issues from the spring is surcharged

with gas which may be seen rising in large bubbles

to the surface. In small quantities, fresh drawn, it is
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clear, colourless and sparkling, without odour, and

with a slightly saline, chalybeate taste, in nowise

unpleasant, and after a time relished and even craved

for by invalids whom it suits. When cold, the water

loses the taste of iron and can hardly be distinguished

from ordinary hard spring water. On standing it

becomes turbid by the separation of a light-brown

precipitate of oxide of iron, which after a time settles

to the bottom and leaves it quite clear. It is found

that if the water, fresh drawn from the spring, be

saturated with carbonic acid gas, this change of the

carbonate of iron into the oxide does not take place.

Taking advantage of this chemical fact Mr. Cater, of

thi scity, has been enabled to produce the water, (under

the name of Sulis Water,) in a pleasant aerated form

and containing all its normal constituents, as the follow-

inganalysis by W. W. Stoddart, F.C.S.,will show:—

Analysis of the Bath Water from the Spring

and the Bottled Aerated Water.

Bath Water. Aerated Water

Carbonate of Calcium
Sulphate of Calcium
Carbonate of Magnesium ..

Chloride of Magnesium
Chloride of Sodium
Sulphate of Sodium
Sulphate of Potassium
Carbonate of Iron
Silica ... ... ... ...

Total Contents per Gallon ...

7-117

94 09 1

•446

15*044

15 615
22-547
5-284
1 *019

2-986

164-149

7-619

93*764
•651

15*941
15-612

22 536
5-281

1 029
2-988

165-421
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Inability to

determine the
Properties of £

Water by
Analysis.

This ingenious discovery, besides furnishing a

pleasant, palatable, and safe table water, has put it in

the power of invalids to continue with advantage the

drinking of the Bath Water after they leave the place,

a course which is usually attended with much benefit.

So many careful analyses have, from time to time,

been made of the Bath Water that there can be no

doubt of its exact chemical composition. The older

analyses bear so close a resemblance to those last

made, that, allowing for the advance in chemical

science and the more exact modes of investigation

now in practice, the waters may be said to be the

same to-day that they were one hundred years ago.

Trifling differences have been recorded, but this is

in all probability due rather to more accurate observa-

tion than to any change in the waters themselves. No
chemical analysis, however carefully conducted, can

determine a priori the exact medicinal properties of a

water
;
the effect depends, not so much on any mineral

ingredient, as to the union of several, and that too in

some peculiar way which can never be imitated in the

laboratory. Having determined the chemical com-

position we are still, to a great extent, in the dark,

for each thermal spring possesses some inherent pro-

perty peculiar to itself. As Dr. Falconer says,* “ It

is not, however, to the presence of one or more

particular mineral ingredients of a spring, except

* See Falconer, “ The Baths of Bath,” page 37 .
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where they are found in large proportions, that its

efficiency is to be attributed, or on which its selection

as a medicinal agent will depend. It is to the union

of the several substances contained in the water
;
the

quantity of water with which they are combined
;
and

still more to the recorded experience and concurrent

testimony of credible witnesses, that we must chiefly

refer for guidance in the choice and employment of a

mineral spring.”

The following is the official analysis published by

the Corporation :

—

Analysis of the Bath Mineral Water.

CONSTITUENT
PARTS in 100,000.

Merck &
Galloway.

King’s Bath

Mackay Heriot, F G S
Royal Marine Light

King’s Bath Het. Pump.

. (Captain,
Infantry).

Cross Bath.

Calcium Ca. 3867 377 401 388
Magnesium Mg. 53‘9 47 ‘4 52-2 46-8
Potassium ... K. 398 39 5 3i 37*5
Sodium Na. 160 129 137 140
Lithium Li. Traces. Traces. 1'races.

Iron Fe. 7*4 6’i 67 4*5
Sulphuric Acid s o4 10297 869 884 895
Carbonic Acid

(combined) C03
86-9 86 S9 835

Chlorine ... Cl. 265-3 280 275 280
Silica Si. O2 42-6 30 39 38
Strontium ... Sr. Traces. Traces. Traces.
Alkaline Sulphides Traces. Traces. Traces.
Carbonic Acid Gas co 2 65 '3 80-4 51*5
'Total Solid contents 2062-1 1864*0 1911 9 1913*3
Specific Gravity ... 1*0015 I -0022 I -602

Temperature —King’ s Bath, 1

1

J° F.
;
Hot Bath, 120° F.

The Nitrogen daily evolved from the springs amounts to about
250 cubic feet.
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The chief ingredients of the Waters are

—

Ingredients.

(1) Sulphate of Lime 70 grains in an imperial gallon.

(2) Sulphate of Magnesia 35 grains ditto.

(3) Chloride of Sodium 17J grains ditto.

(4) Carbonate of Soda 14 grains ditto.

(5) Carbonate of Lime 8J grains ditto.

(6) Chloride of Potassium if grains ditto.

(7) Carbonate of Iron \ grain ditto.

And in smaller quantity Carbonate of Magnesia,

Silicate of Soda, and traces of Arsenic, Copper,

Lithium, Strontium, Ammonia, and Alumina.

The quantity of Iron detected by analysis is com-

paratively small, but it is sufficient to give the water

its characteristic taste, and to stain dark yellow or

nearly brown the glasses in which it is served. Since

writing the above I see that Professor Atfield in the

most recent analysis puts the amount of carbonate of

iron in each imperial gallon of the water as 1*217.

It has been found by experience that very small

quantities of iron freely diluted in Natural Mineral

Waters produce its physiological effects sooner, and

give better results in the whole than much larger

doses as usually prescribed. Tunstall makes the

following interesting note* *

—

* See Tunstall on “ The Bath Waters,” page 13.
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“ Analysis of the Blood and the Bath Waters

shows that many of their constituents are identical,

and 1 am led to believe that this explains why

these waters are so beneficial in disordered con-

ditions of the circulating fluid. There is a great

analogy between a vital and a thermal fluid
;
no

natural fluid, not produced from the blood itself,

so much resembles it as the Bath Waters
;
and I

have always been of opinion that this will explain

their beneficial effects in the restoration of debilitated

conditions where no active inflammation exists.

Persons who have long been confined by protracted

suffering from rheumatism or other chronic ailment to

a room not exposed to fresh air or the direct influence

of the sun’s rays, become gradually enfeebled, their

blood loses many of its normal elements, it becomes

black and unoxygenated, and if, as I frequently saw

during my residence at the Mineral Water Hospital,

this fluid were changed into one of a florid and healthy

hue, I am strengthened in my conclusion that the

restoration to health was due to the free administra-

tion of the Bath Waters.”

Ihe total solids held in solution in each imperial

gallon amount to rather over 168 grains. Dr. Falconer

in the following table points out how far Bath excels

most of its Continental rivals in this respect.* “ The

Comparison of

Bath and
Foreign Spas.

* See Falconer, “The Baths of Bath,” page 33.
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small amount of mineral ingredients contained in

these waters has not unfrequently been referred

to as a valid reason against their efficacy. It is,

however, worthy of notice that many of the well-

known Continental springs, which have for a long

time enjoyed, and still continue to enjoy, a deserved

reputation in promoting recovery from the diseases

in which they have been found to be efficacious,

contain a considerably smaller proportion of in-

gredients than the Bath Water, as the following list

will show :

—

In Sixteen Ounces of Water.

Bath, England 17-96 grains.

Teplitz, Bohemia ... ... 4'§54 tt

Warmbrunn, Silesia • • • 4'°7 »»

Weldbad, Wurtemburg • •• 3'58 tt

Gastein, Tyrol ... 2-68
it

Pfeffers, Switzerland 2
‘6 i tt

Romerbad, Styria... 2-239 tt

Plumbieres, France 2
-oo6 tt

I think it may be interesting to make a closer

comparison between the Bath Mineral Water and

that of its greatest English rival, Buxton
;

for this

purpose the most recent and trustworthy analyses

are chosen :

—
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In an Imperial Gallon or 70,000 Grains. Bath. Buxton.

Carbonate of Lime 9 001 9-185

,, Magnesia 0*399 4*746

,, Iron 1217 0*037

,, Soda I 5’OI 7 • • •

Sulphate of Ammonium • •

.

0*014

,, Lime 69*984 0*673

,, Potash 6702 0*678

,, Magnesia 35
*°
4 2 • .

.

,, Soda 23*140 0*202

Chloride of Sodium 17*894 4-517

,, Potassium 1 823 • • •

Silicate of Soda 0*399
Nitrite of Lime 2

'

562 0*266

Comparison of

Bath and
BuxtonWaters

The total solids held in solution in each imperial

gallon of the Bath water amounts to 168 grains
;
in

the Buxton water only 21 grains in the same amount.

The above comparison shows how clearly the two

waters resemble each other, and brings into prominence

the fact that the Bath water is eight times the richer

in those mineral ingredients which give to both their

healing properties.

Besides the mineral constituents the Bath water is

very rich in certain natural gases. Professor Atfield

in a very recent analysis gives the following results :
—

Natural Gases in Each Imperial Pint of the
Bath Thermal Water.

Oxygen Gas

Nitrogen Gas ...

Hydro-Carbons ...

Carbonic Acid Gas
D

Cubic inches.

74
... 4’6o

... None

... 4*17
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It is to the presence of the large quantity of

Carbonic Acid Gas that the water owes its bright

sparkling appearance when fresh drawn, its pleasant

sharpness of taste, and also its power of holding in

solution so large a quantity of iron in the form of

carbonate, which is one of the most unstable forms and,

at the same time, one of the most easily assimilated

and most efficacious from a medical point of view.

The gas itself is a powerful stimulant to the nervous

system, and possesses the power—especially when

applied to the surface of the body held in solution

by a thermal water—of restoring pliability to joints

stiffened by attacks of gout and rheumatism, and also

of relieving paralysis.

Nitrogen, The quantity offree nitrogen evolved from the Bath

springs amounts to 250 cubic feet daily, being nearly

97 per cent, of the total gaseous matter yielded by

them
;
an amount unequalled by any other spring in

Europe. It is difficult to explain the precise manner

in which free nitrogen acts on the animal economy in

health and disease
;
but when we consider the large

quantity of the gas which is at all times present in the

blood, and in the organs and tissues of the body
;
and

that no diet scale, however rich in other ingredients,

will support life for any length of time without a due

proportion of nitrogen, we must conclude that it plays

a very important part in the maintenance of health.

Experience has proved that whenever a mineral water
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contains free nitrogen its administration will prove

beneficial in cases of gout and rheumatism, and the

amount of benefit derivable, other things being equal,

will be in direct proportion to the amount of the gas

which the water contains. Dr. Sutro writing on this

subject makes the following interesting observations :

—

41
If we see the use of a mineral water causing distinct

retrogression of anti-vital phenomena
;

if we perceive

gouty concretions to proceed towards absorption
;

if

we observe contracted limbs gradually to relax again,

and to try feeble efforts of long-forgotten exercise;

if we find cutaneous harshness and rigidity to diminish,

and to give way to a former softness
;

if we behold a

resuscitated desire for muscular exertion and for

mental work in a prostrate individual, and we know

the spa, the originator of these changes, to possess a

great quantity of nitrogen, is it not legitimate to

attribute to this gas part of the efficiency?”* Bath

and Buxton in this country are examples of the truth

of this statement
;
and on the Continent the famous

German spring of Walbad (so much frequented by

gouty and rheumatic subjects, with a temperature of

98° F., and evolving 91 per cent, of nitrogen, or 6 per

cent, less than is yielded by the Bath springs), affords

a further example. Few places can compare with

Bath in the lucky combination of so large a quantity

* German Mineral Waters, page 69.
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of nitrogen along with many mineral ingredients well

known for their medicinal properties, and in con-

sequence, as might be expected, few spas can rival it

in its efficiency to cure disease.



Extractsfrom the Visitors' Book.

The following are a few cases taken from the visitors’

book, which bear testimony in favour of the Bath

Waters. The well-known social standing of the

writers is the best proof of their genuine character :
—

Bath ; March 3rd, 1884.

I am glad to add to the experience of others of the benefits derived

from the use of the thermal waters, used both internally and externally.

For many years I have been accustomed to send here invalids, rich and

poor, hospital patients affected with inveterate (as it seemed) rheumatism,

gout, and, now and then, a paralysed case apparently of rheumatic origin,

and never knew a case return to London that was not cured or greatly

benefited.

I also desire thankfully to acknowledge the benefit I have personally

derived from five weeks’ use of the waters under the guidance of one of

the able physicians of this city, in the cure of an obstinate attack of

rheumatic gout of two months’ standing. The first bath procured me
relief from suffering and refreshing sleep. I have now recovered my
accustomed strength. I cannot speak too highly of the general arrange-

ments for the use of the waters, and especially of the well directed zeal

and attentiveness of the attendants.

W. J. Little, F.R.C.P.,

Late Senior Physician of the London Hospital, fri .

Fernleigh, Oxton, Cheshire.

I am very thankful to be able to add my testimony to the curative

effects of the Bath thermal waters, having derived the greatest benefit

from them. I came here a fortnight ago unable to walk—a severe

attack of acute sciatica having almost paralysed my right leg. After
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twelve baths the pain is nearly gone, and I am able to walk a mile

without fatigue. The whole arrangement of the baths is most excellent,

and the attendance everything that can be desired.

William Ollrich, F.R.S.

9th October, 1883.

1 have much pleasure in stating that during a fortnight’s stay at

Bath I have derived very great benefit from the waters. When I came

the rheumatism in my left shoulder prevented me from raising my arm

above my head, and now I can use my left arm almost as freely as the

other. I cannot speak too highly of the excellence of the arrangements

connected with the baths. Nothing can exceed the kind attention I

have received. Henry Fawcett, Postmaster- General.

New Royal Baths
; Jan. 3rd, 1884.

Lady Gorden Cumming is glad to report upon the extreme comforts

and excellent arrangements of the baths. Very superior to any she has

seen abroad. The attendants are most efficient and attentive.

New Royal Baths, Bath; July 31st, 1877.

1 have had 22 baths (with douche) from this establishment
; my

stiffened fingers, from rheumatic gout, have become much softer
; the

deposit of chalk in the joints has greatly diminished—a result which two

of the most celebrated German baths could not accomplish. The young

attendant of these baths has been most attentive and obliging.

Jenny Lind Goldschmidt.

5, Gay Street, Bath
;
Dec. 5th, 18S3.

The Waters of Bath bear out their motto, “ Water is Best,” most

satisfactorily. I came here six months ago a prejudiced person against

Bath and its waters, but leave enlightened as to their good effects, and

hoping that Bath will before long regain its former renown. Having

had a most severe attack of rheumatic fever two years ago, I underwent
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a course of the Waters, both at Bayneus de Luchou and Aix les Bains

(Savoy). Beneficial as they were, I may say that these Waters of Bath

have proved far more advantageous. When after another attack two

months ago, followed by sciatica, I came here unable to walk, and now

after visible improvement for some weeks, am leaving quite cured. 1

may add that the courtesy, civility and attention shown here by both

attendants have been great and leaves nothing to be desired.

Randel Fielding,

(North Lancashire Regt.),

Wilton Park, Blackburne.

New Royal Baths; Feb. 19th, 1883.

1 suffer much from rheumatism and lumbago brought on by getting

wet through going out hunting, and have obtained much comfort and

relief the last few seasons from attending these baths, and I wish I had

the same at my own place.

Fitzhardinge, Berkeley Castle.

New Royal Baths
; 10th February, 1883.

J came here three weeks ago, just after a severe attack of rheumatic

fever. My joints, both large and small, were stiff and very painful. I

have used the hot mineral baths regularly, and am now almost perfectly

restored. All pain has left me, and my joints are now supple. I

consider that in this stage, after rheumatic fever, a course of these baths

is the best means to be adopted. The attendant is courteous, obliging,

and skilled in his duties.

S. PARSON Smith, Physician Surgeon
,

Parkhurst, Addiscombe, Croydon.

New Royal Baths; June 12th, 1882.

Lady Portsmouth was advised to come here six weeks ago tor

almost chronic neuralgia, and I for rheumatic gout which had for three

years running attacked me at this time. We leave Bath very much
enefited. In fact, thanks to the bath and waters, I have escaped
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entirely an annual severe attack, and I feel better in health than I have

done for years previously. We both cannot speak too highly of the

management of the baths, and of the kindness and attention of the

attendants. C. PORTSMOUTH.

Portsmouth.

New Royal Baths, The Grand Hotel ; Feb, 7th, 1883.

I am convinced that the Bath Waters, judiciously used, are

wonderfully efficacious in chronic attacks of a gouty or rheumatic

character. The baths here are charming and more luxurious for the

patients than any that I can remember in either Germany or France,

and nothing can exceed the kindness and care of the bath attendants.

Three months’ severe gout in the eyes, in my case, yielded completely

after thirteen baths. F. Le Grix White,

Learning, Cumberland.

New Royal Baths ; 28th Dec., 1882.

Having been troubled with one of the forms of complaints arising

from a gouty diathesis, in my case brought on by late party hours and

hard work, I have found from a course of these baths all the benefits

which T expected. . . . Lyon Playfair, F. R, S.



Pleasant Drives in the Neighbourhood

of Bath.

ONE HOUR DRIVES.

(1) Along the Warminster Road, through the village of Claverton,

up Claverton Lane, passing the Manor House on the right, down

Bathwick Hill, or the North Road.

(2) Down Pulteney Road, up Widcombe Hill, over Claverton Down

to the Combe Down Road, down Prior Park Drive, through Widcombe

into Bath.

(3) Through the Park, and the village of Weston, turning up a lane

to the left to Partis College, home by the Upper Bristol Road.

(4) Through the Town and Park, along the Weston Road, as far as

the village, turn up to the left, past Weston Manor House, and home

by the Weston Road.

(5) Along the Warminster Road, through Bathampton, past the

Manor House, over Batheaston Bridge, home through Grosvenor and

Walcot.

DRIVES OF ABOUT TWO HOURS.

(1) Over the Old Bridge, up the Wells Road, across Combe Down
to Midford village, by the side of the Canal, to Monkton Combe, up

Brass Knocker Hill, along Claverton Down, home either by Bathwick.

or Widcombe Hill.

(2) Up the Wells Road, passing Odd Down nearly as far as Dun-

kerton, turn off to the left to Combe Hay, up Fortnight Hill, back by

Entry Hill.

(3) Along the Bristol Road to Newton-S.-Loe, up Rush Hill, down

the Wells Road.

(4) Up Lansdown as far as the Blathwayt Arms, down Lansdown

Lane, through the village of Weston, home by the Park.
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(5) Through the Park to the Upper Bristol Road, to Partis College,

and by the Lower Bristol Road to Corston, home by Twerton.

(6) Up Lansdown as far as the Racecourse, down a lane to the right,

through the villages of Langridge and Swanswick, home by the

Gloucester Road and Grosvenor.

THREE HOURS’ DRIVES.

(1) Along the Bristol Road to Saltford and Iveynsham, back by

Kelston and the Park.

(2) Up Lansdown to Grenville’s Monument to Wick, home by

Swanswick, the Gloucester Road and Walcot.

(3) Along the London Road to Box Station, turn up to Middle Hill

and Colerne, home down Bannerdown Hill and Batheaston.

(4) Up Lansdown, past Tracy Park, to Wick Rocks, home by

Kelston and the Upper Bristol Road.

FOUR HOURS’ DRIVES.

(1) Up Bathwick Hill, across Claverton Down, down Brass Knocker

Hill, through Limpley Stoke, passing Hinton Abbey to Farleigh Castle,

home by Hinton Charterhouse and Midford.

(2) Along the Warminster Road to Limpley Stoke, up Winsley Hill

to Conkwell, back by Bathford and Batheaston.

^3) Through Batheaston, up Bannerdown Hill, to Marshfield, on to

the Gloucester Road, home by the Cross Roads, Cold Ashton and

Swanswick.

(4) Along the Gloucester Road nearly as far as Tolldown, turn to

the left to Toghill, by the Grenville Monument, home by Lansdown.

(5) Along the London Road to Bathford, up Kingsdown Hill to

South Wraxall Manor, home by Monkton Farleigh, and back of

Warleigh, and through Bathford and Bathampton.

(6) Up Bathwick Hill, down Brass Knocker Hill or Claverton, to

Winsley and Bradford, home by Bathford and Batheaston, Grosvenor

and Walcot.
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